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Abstract

In system-level acquisitions, decisions made in the initial stages of a program have significant consequences throughout the program’s life. One critical decision is whether depot maintenance will be supported organically by the government or rely on Contractor Logistics Support (CLS). The consequences of this decision are legion and will determine options and costs over the life of the program. There are many factors involved in the decision whether to support a weapons system organically or through CLS. This paper reviews the policy, laws, and factors that the Program Manager (PM) must consider when selecting which entity will perform depot-level maintenance. The paper exposes how the factors of law requirements and acquisition culture drive sub-optimal decisions and need to be remedied. The paper demonstrates how these factors drove sub-optimal decisions in the KC-46 depot maintenance decision.

Recommendations for each of these factors are included. Changes to the law are required to mitigate one issue while a change to an organizational climate is required to counter the other. Both efforts are not quick fixes to this complex problem and will require long-term dedication.
Introduction

In system-level acquisitions, decisions made in the initial stages of a program have significant consequences throughout the program’s life. One critical decision is whether depot maintenance will be supported organically by the government or rely on Contractor Logistics Support (CLS). The consequences of this decision are legion and will determine options and costs over the life of the program. Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter stated weapon system sustainment accounts for 70 percent of a system’s total cost.\(^1\) In fact, in 2011, Air Force sustainment activities exceeded the total operating costs of American Airlines and Delta Airlines.\(^2\) Once the organic or CLS support decision is made early in the acquisition process, the course is irrevocably set, investments in infrastructure and personnel are selected, and funding is aligned.

There are many factors involved in this decision, however, legal requirements and acquisition culture are the primary drivers of sub-optimal decisions and need to be properly evaluated. Optimized decisions for maintenance come only after understanding the many factors.

This paper first describes various factors the Program Manager (PM) must consider and whether these factors, by themselves, lean toward organic or CLS support. Then, it discusses the two factors (law requirements and acquisition culture) that hold sway over all other factors which result in higher costs or degradation of government capabilities had these factors not come into play. Finally, the paper concludes with some insights and recommendations to remedy these issues.
Considerations in Using CLS or Organic Support

Break-Even Analysis in the Decision Process

When a business decision is made in an ideal environment, all costs and factors are known and the optimal decision is obvious. One method to determine the best decision is using break-even analysis (see Figure 1). One cost curve may be more advantageous if only a few items will be produced (Line A); the other option is more advantageous when many are produced (Line B). The break-even point (Point C) is the production quantity where the advantage moves to a different cost curve. For a business decision in this simplistic example, the optimal choice is dependent on how much quantity will be produced.

In an ideal weapon system acquisition, deciding whether to provide organic maintenance or CLS should be an exercise in projecting costs based solely on the number of items to be maintained and selecting which method provides the best value to the government. However, two sets of issues make this decision complicated. The first set relates to costs. The Air Force does not have a comprehensive method to capture organic maintenance costs accurately. Specifically, there is no one Air Force entity where all organic maintenance cost data is managed and collected. This set of issues is outside the scope of this paper and is a candidate for future research.

The second set of issues is the various non-monetary factors, the focus of this paper, that can and do influence sustainment decisions. For this example, it is sufficient to say that these non-monetary factors muddy the selection. The break-even point, Point C, in Figure 2 is no
longer a specific point from which to pivot the decision but an ambiguous space. If the cost of organic support is depicted by Line A and CLS costs are depicted by Line B, it now becomes complex to determine which option is proper for the program. Reducing the size of the “box” in Figure 2 to find the break-even point, Point C, is worthwhile but the influence of non-monetary factors will inevitably create a “box” from which a decision will have to be made. With this in mind, we turn to the various non-monetary factors that influence the decision ‘box.’

Cost Skewing in Recent Programs that Use CLS

The Air Force supports most of its newest aircraft through CLS while it organically supports most of its older aircraft. This fact skews superficial analysis regarding costs. For example, a part on a 40-year old aircraft supported organically has to be replaced due to age whereas a commensurate part on a newer aircraft will not need replacement. When the costs of support are calculated, the organic support is considered more costly, not because it is inefficient but because the need for repair and replacement is greater. It is important for the (PM) to understand circumstances behind costs when determining whether organic or CLS is most advantageous to the Air Force.

Laws that Govern CLS and Organic Support

Rules and regulations governing Contractor Logistic Support (CLS) are complex. However, two key policies embodied in Title 10 shape how CLS is handled. First, 10 USC 2466 requires at least 50 percent of depot-level maintenance be done by government organizations. This requirement is often known at the “50/50 Rule.” The 50 percent is measured as the
percentage of total appropriated funding made available for organic maintenance and repair for the corresponding fiscal year reported by each armed branch and defense agencies. In Fiscal Year 2013, the total dollars the Air Force spent toward depot-level maintenance was $11.471B. Of that amount, $5.827B was spent on organic support. The official percentage of Air Force organic maintenance spending was 51.8 percent. The impact of this legally-binding requirement is that, at most, contractors can perform only the 50% of depot-level maintenance as measured in dollars.

The second key policy is embodied in 10 USC 2464 which requires the DoD to determine core logistics capabilities. These capabilities must be owned and operated by the government. The law defines the core logistics capabilities as those that are necessary to maintain and repair the weapon systems and other military equipment. Congress has repeatedly expressed keen interest in Air Force responsiveness to because of the quantity of federal jobs that organic maintenance provides. Organic facilities at Hill AFB, Utah; Tinker AFB, Oklahoma; and Warner-Robins, Georgia are significant employers in their respective states with a huge economic impact. For example, the Air Logistics Center at Hill AFB employs 8,100 military, civilian and contract personnel at Hill AFB in 155 different job series. Congress, in response to its constituents in these states, requires the Services to provide regular reporting to them on contractor versus organic workload and money.

In sum, there are laws that mandate 50/50 Rule compliance and assure that core functions are not contracted out. The Services implement policy and procedures to assure they keep an eye on how their various programs impact the 50/50 Rule at the Air Force-level.
Policies that Govern CLS and Organic Support

There are two key policies the PM considers. First, Air Force Instruction (AFI) 63-101 states that the PM will consider CLS as part of the Life Cycle Sustainment Plan.¹⁸ For CLS, the PM is the government person that validates the contract performance thresholds and objectives¹⁹ and must include contract deliverables such as data tracking and reporting depot-level maintenance contractor and organic (50/50 Rule) costs.²⁰

Second, the AFI states that the PM will assess long-term data and data right requirements to ensure data access that the Government may require for system sustainment and to maintain competition throughout the life cycle.²¹ Data rights shall be considered as a part of any procurement.²² Data rights directly affect the feasibility and affordability of any future potential transition from CLS to organic support.²³ Feasibility is part of the equation because data, in the correct format, is needed to perform maintenance as highlighted in certain situations like the F119 engine (see appendix). Obtaining data rights after a contract is awarded is usually very expensive.

Costs associated with data rights can help explain why many existing programs use CLS.²⁴ At times, the government has not purchased data needed for the government to perform sustainment work. The GAO noted in a 2004 report that “DoD program managers…often opt to spend limited acquisition dollars on increased weapon system capability rather than on the rights to the technical data”²⁵ which, later in the program’s life, limits options on sources of repair.

In sum, the 50/50 Rule and core logistic capability requirements are embodied in law require compliance reporting to Congress. Air Force Instructions require the PM to consider CLS and data rights as part of the program’s sustainment plan.
Profit Incentive as Part of CLS Costs

Organic support on average should be cheaper than CLS because there is no profit incentive. Under CLS, the vendor expects to make a profit. The amount of profit is determined by contract type (Cost Plus, Firm Fixed Price, etc.) and incentivizes the contractor to control costs once the contract work has started. The government cost will be the cost of performing the work on the contract plus the amount of profit. Contractors have the incentive (profit) to retain the supply chain status quo and if the workload is to transition to an organic support organization, the government organic organization assumes all transition risk because the contractor no longer has any incentive. CLS benefits the government because contractors control sustainment costs to maximize their profit.

For the government, profit is not part of the price calculation. In this sense, the price of the work equals the cost of the work. If the work and the labor efficiency were the same between the contractor and the organic support, the delta between the prices of the two entities would be the profit. All things being equal, the organic support would theoretically always provide a lower price. Understanding the profit incentive provides decision makers with a fundamental understanding of cost and pricing motives in the maintenance support decision. Profit incentive is not the only factor influencing cost of maintenance.

Fiscal Flexibility

Fiscal flexibility is different between the CLS and organic support. For the contractor, the money they receive from the government can be used for any needed purpose related to accomplishing maintenance. The contractor may use funding to procure and repair items, pay salaries, rent equipment, etc. A contractor can also procure new and more-reliable parts which
result in fewer failures and demand on the supply system, less maintenance, and thereby obtain better aircraft reliability, thereby maximizing profits by lowering maintenance costs.\textsuperscript{27}

Government fiscal law and policy require certain, specific types of funding—colors of money—for each purpose. The government provides funding via an Element of Expense Investment Code (EEIC) which is for a specific purpose. If PMs receive money in an EEIC for procurement, they cannot use that money for equipment rental. The PMs must have an EEIC for each aspect of the program. If the PM lacks funding in one area and has a surplus in another area, he or she will have to work through a bureaucratic process convert funding. Government funding flexibility is very rigid compared to the contractor. In this regard, CLS is more advantageous.

**Aircraft Program Classification**

Security classification of the aircraft program can affect the maintenance decision.\textsuperscript{28} Recent aircraft programs have very high classification levels. New technologies such as stealth and drone capabilities are highly classified which requires maintenance personnel with specialized clearances and special facilities. When the aircraft production run is complete, those individuals can be transferred to CLS support providing the contractor with an initial advantage. Additionally, contractor personnel will mostly remain constant on the program compared to military personnel who frequently rotate resulting in more organic maintainers needed compared to CLS. The delays for military personnel to gain access to the program and facilities also make CLS support more desirable.

**Acquisition Culture**

The “acquisition culture” and what is in vogue when the sustainment decisions are made can affect the decision on whether support will be CLS or organic. For example, prior to the
1980s, the default source of repair was organic maintenance. In the 1990s, the Air Force policies encouraged PMs to outsource to CLS.\textsuperscript{29} Reasons for this change included prevailing political pressure to move government work to the private sector, acquisition reform that held commercial firms offered many benefits unavailable within government, senior governmental official mandating CLS, and changes to the relationship between the PEO structure, SAF/AQ, and AFMC.\textsuperscript{30} I will discuss this issue in detail later on in the paper.

**Method of the Acquisition Process**

The process by which items come into the inventory effects the sustainment decisions. If an item comes through the “normal” acquisition process, then the acquisition processes are in place to make a formal decision between CLS or organic support. However, there have been recent additions to the Air Force inventory such as drones that have come through research and development channels directly into operational use.\textsuperscript{31} As such, these items are predominantly maintained via CLS because the contractor is the partner bringing this capability directly to the operational Air Force.

In sum, there are many policies and factors that impact the decision on whether CLS or organic support is the selected option. The fact that more recent additions to the Air Force inventory are supported via CLS rests on several factors that are not readily apparent. Understanding the fiscal magnitude and its impact to the Air Force will assist in understanding the criticality of getting this decision right.

**Impact to the Air Force Enterprise: Why Does this Decision Matter?**

The magnitude of the decision and the related consequences are enormous. For fiscal year 2013 (FY13), the Department of the Air Force reported to Congress that it spent $11,471.6B on depot-level maintenance and repair workloads. The Air Force reported in FY12 and FY11
that it spent $12,178.0B and 12,296.5B, respectively. To assist with context, the DoD FY 2016 budget request included funding to purchase 57 Joint Strike Fighters ($10.6 billion), 16 P-8 aircraft ($3.4 billion), and development of the KC-46 tanker ($3.0 billion). These figures give a frame of reference on what could be bought with the money being spent on depot-level maintenance and repair workloads.

Each percentage point of depot-level workload as it relates to the 50/50 Rule in FY13 is worth $115M (the figure was higher in previous years). Deciding to allocate depot-level repair workload to a contractor means that the Air Force has lost the purchasing power of the corresponding money because once that money goes on contract; the Air Force loses the discretion to use that money elsewhere.

What happens if the decision is incorrect? The Appendix contains a study summary highlighting the time and money to transition nine simple items for the F-22 engine from CLS to organic support. This study identifies the myriad of issues and provides insight into the consequences of the ‘CLS or organic’ maintenance decision.

In sum, the decision whether to send depot-level maintenance to a contractor facility or do it organically is very important. The money commitment is significant and in our current fiscal environment, the decision has to be right. The factors must be evaluated correctly. George Orwell wrote in his book Animal Farm, “All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.” Similarly, there are factors that are more equal than the others. The next section gives us that insight.

**Factors that Drive Support Decisions to Sub-Optimal Results**

There are a few factors that drive the maintenance support decision more than others. However, no specific factor stands alone; all the factors interrelate at some level. With that said,
I argue there are two factors that hold sway over the other factors. They are first, the laws that govern CLS and second, the acquisition culture. The laws that govern CLS are ‘hard’ factors whereas the acquisition culture is a ‘soft’ factor. This distinction is expanded on the next section when recommendations are provided. I will discuss these factors and how they hold sway over the other factors using the KC-46 organic maintenance decision to buttress my argument.

The KC-46A is the newest Air Force air-to-air refueling tanker aircraft. The Air Force expects to receive 179 KC-46A aircraft. The Air Force made the decision to sustain the KC-46A via organic capability primarily at the Air Logistics Center at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. The KC-46A is built on Boeing’s 767 jet liner air frame with several military-specific modifications.

**Laws that Govern CLS—the ‘Hard’ Factor**

Congress requires an annual report from the DoD on compliance with these laws. Violation of the law gains significant unwanted Congressional attention. The latest report to Congress was provided in September 2014 with reporting for Fiscal Year 2013. The Air Force performed 51.8 percent of depot-level repair work organically—just barely over the 50 percent requirement. The percentage for the Air Force hovers very close to that number going back to 2005.

In determining whether the KC-46A should be supported organically or through CLS, the 50/50 Rule and core logistics capabilities requirement came into play. In order not violate the 50/50 Rule, Air Force headquarters decided to pursue organic maintenance. Also, maintaining the KC-46A organically was determined to be a core logistics capability. The consequences of this decision in relation to several of the factors identified above run contrary to what would be optimal otherwise.
First, Boeing builds the 767 for numerous airlines around the world. Boeing has delivered 692 767-airframes to 50 different world-wide customers to date with 80 more airframes on order. Boeing has the facilities, workforce, and technical skill in-house already to support the 767. It has already borne the cost of training a workforce and worked through the learning curve. The potential that the Air Force would enjoy cost saving advantages of such commercial cross-over are negated.

Second, in regards to facilities specifically, the government will have to build 14 new hangers at Tinker to house the KC-46A tankers because the aircraft is too large for existing facilities. Building the hangers will require a multi-million dollar military construction effort in the midst of a resource constrained environment.

Finally, 600 people will require crossover training to become skill proficient in the 767/KC-46. If they do not become proficient within five years, there is no mechanism is place to provide an alternate option—the transition risk is all on the government.

In summary, the legal requirement embodied in the 50/50 Rule drove the Air Force to organic support. This choice will duplicate expertise already available, requires multi-million dollar construction projects, and hinges on a finite timeline for workforce training.

**Acquisition Culture—the ‘Soft’ Factor**

As mentioned above, acquisition culture has an effect on the maintenance support decision. In the 1980s and earlier, organic was the default source of repair. During the 1990s, the Air Force chose CLS as the preferable support option and initiated Total System Performance Responsibility (TSPR) was used to justify downsizing the government acquisition workforce and core functions. In addition to the reduction of government manpower these policies afforded, there was an expectation that overall program cost would be reduced if the
contractor assumed more control and oversight. In the mid-1990s, Secretary of Defense William Perry began the process of shifting away from military specifications and standards.\textsuperscript{46} This was done in response to industry stating that these military unique requirement added 20-30 percent cost to the program, but added little effectiveness to the final system.\textsuperscript{47} The result is that the acquisition culture saw CLS as a means to reduce government manpower and reduce program costs. With these benefits in mind, the ‘CLS or organic’ analysis and justifications were drafted to predominately support CLS.

Consequences of those decisions are now being realized. The pendulum is swinging back toward organic maintenance. The promised substantial program savings have not materialized.\textsuperscript{48} The technical insight into a program lost through TSPR in the 1990s is now seen as a significant government deficiency that affects the ability to control costs and make smart acquisition choices through the program life cycle.\textsuperscript{49} As before, the analysis and justifications to support the ‘CLS or organic’ decisions will likely favor organic support—the new acquisition culture preference. Already, program tech data is routinely purchased to support organic options.

The most telling synopsis of the impact of acquisition culture comes from Lt Gen John Thompson, Commander of the Air Force Life Cycle Management Center. He was quoted during a recent workshop on owning technical baselines stating that, “a program’s position on this spectrum of ownership [CLS or organic] is what it is as a result of the ‘acquisition reform’ environment at the time, not what is should have been for the long-term life of the program after careful program-by-program deliberation and decision.”\textsuperscript{50}

In summary, the acquisition culture has a significant impact on the ‘CLS or organic’ decision. Depending on whether the preference is CLS or organic support, program decisions and their corresponding justifications are crafted to support that preference. If acquisition culture
and the law drive choices that are not optimal, what can mitigate these factors? That is the subject of the next section.

**Recommendations to Mitigate Predominant Factors**

Since the law and acquisition culture drive choices that may not be optimal in view of program costs and life cycle, mitigating these factors will assist in selecting better options for the program and the Air Force. One is embodied in law while the other relates to culture.

The 50/50 Rule and core logistics capability are embodied in law. As such, any change must be legislative, but it is not impossible and has been changed before. The original limitation for contractor support was set at 40 percent when the requirement was set forth in law in 1988. Congress increased that maximum to 50 percent in the FY 1998 Defense Authorization Act. It is not coincidental the change was made during the era of CLS being the preferable option. Nonetheless, if there is sufficient pressure from the DoD with a strong business case that this requirement is driving unwarranted costs, changes can be made.

Once factor that may temper DoD pressure for change is that not all military departments are bumping against the 50/50 Rule. In a review of 50/50 Rule reports from 2005-2015, only the Air Force and Navy are close to the 50 percent limit and the Navy has only been close to the threshold since 2009. The Army on the other hand, maintains an organic workload around the 60 percent level.

The same legislative process would have to be followed to amend the legislation requiring *core logistics capabilities* to be done by the government. Additional research is required to understand the genesis of this legislative requirement and the nuances that could be used to achieve a less stringent standard.
Second, changing the acquisition culture is a significant challenge as is any organizational culture change. Numerous books and articles discuss affecting cultural change in an organization. For DoD acquisition culture, the most influential people that set the tone for that culture reside at very senior levels of the acquisition chain: Secretary of Defense William Perry moving away from military standards,\textsuperscript{55} ASECAF Darleen Druyun advocating TSPR as a way to reduce manpower and her “Lighting Bolts” initiatives,\textsuperscript{56} General “Speedy” Martin and his reorganization of AFMC resulting in reduced engineering oversight of contractors,\textsuperscript{57} AFLCMC/CC Lt Gen Thompson emphasis on technical baselines, and USD/AT&L Mr. Frank Kendall’s Better Buying Power initiatives. The acquisition workforce will always take cues from leadership.

Leadership must champion the appropriate and tempered acquisition culture. Combining their message with updates to acquisition courses, changes in ‘CLS or organic’ decision processes, and repeated messaging to the acquisition workforce should bring about the desired effect. It will be slow change but it will change.

In conclusion, there are many factors that must be taken into consideration when determining whether CLS or organic support is the optimal choice. Two of those factors, law and culture, are predominant in that decision which, at times, may not lead to the best choice. However, these dominant factors can be changed but only through a dedicated effort from senior leadership. Making these changes is the right thing to do for the program, the Air Force, and the tax payer. (Word count 4789)
Appendix

F119 Engine Part Transition from CLS to Organic Support

The implications of costs and time if a ‘CLS or organic’ decision can be best understood by analyzing a specific case study. This case looks at the requirements, costs, and risks associated with nine Peculiar Support Equipment (PSE) items of the F119 engine, the engine that powers the F-22. This study was done at the direction of The Air Force Chief of Staff. The issues and concerns addressed in the following case study are representative of common issues and concerns with any potential future CLS transition opportunity. This case study highlights several key issues that need to be taken into account when items are being transferred from CLS to organic management and support. Many of these key issues come into play when determining whether to pursue CLS or organic support from the onset of a program.

The initial step in a transition effort is to form a competent, motivated, and experienced team of subject matter experts. As with any large organizational endeavor, resourcing the team charged with the effort and having the correct expertise is critical to any potential for success. In the case of the F119, the team was formed and provided a clear charter. In order to progress on the assigned task, the team identified some assumptions about the environment. The team assumed:

1. The F119 items are relatively easy to manage in the organic supply chain management system. Complex items would require expertise and proprietary knowledge and therefore were not considered.

2. The items studied should not be used as a direct comparison for all parts since the PSE items are simple compared to other items which were specifically not chosen due to
complexity. In other words, these PSE items were selected because they did not come with complex issues. More complex items will need additional scrutiny and time to evaluate.

3. The PSE items under study are small enough that is would require fewer resources to manage and sustain compared to complex items such as engine spare parts.

4. Organic supply chain management processes for support equipment may be well understood and utilized, but turnaround times for repairs or organic support may be longer than CLS supply chain management.

5. If PSE items were to be managed organically, equipment allowance standard would be modified in order to mitigate impacts to availability.

The next key issue for the F119 transition was that technical data quality, format, and cost are primary risk drivers to transition feasibility. The team went to the 1st Fighter Wing and Maintenance Group and asked them to provide an analysis of what would be required to transition the F119 items into organic support. The issues described in their analysis are applicable to other efforts. In fact, the issues are telling in that the items for the F119 are simple and PSE items. These issues would be magnified if the items were complex such as the engine itself. The resultant drawings of the tech data were important to the transition.

The team found the drawings used by the contractor were acceptable in the current form. However, the technical orders needed by the government would have to be reconstructed because they were not in the format the government requires for all technical orders. Further, the work cards required by the Air Force technical order standards did not have sufficient detail. The key to obtaining the information needed to bring these items up to meet minimum government standards is technical data. Often the government will not buy the technical data
from the contractor which is required to remedy the deficiencies noted above. The lack of this technical data means the Air Force will be unable to maintain the items unless it provides additional funding to purchase the needed data. The evaluation team also uncovered an additional hurdle not foreseen at the onset. After any conversion process to bring the data up to Government standards, a verification process will have to be conducted to assure that no data loss occurred during the conversion.

The conversion process requires time, manpower, and money to conduct. Understanding the scope of the conversion process helps the government understand the size and complexity of the issue. Mitigating as much risk as possible is required to make conversion successful.

Risk, as described up to this point, is one aspect of transitioning the F119 items from CLS to organic support. The costs of conducting the study are also important to take into account. Any future transition of items will need to take into account that just to perform the analysis of whether to transition or how to transition will require its own separate funding. The total cost to the government is for this study was $127,000. This is a significant cost in light that this feasibility study is for nine simple PSE items. For context, these nine support items are miniscule when compared to the quantity and complexity of the engine itself and the aircraft as a whole—nine items out of thousands. The costs in time and money grow as the number and complexity grows. The ideal would be to use this figure and determine the potential cost savings and the amount of time required to recoup this expenditure. Further, being able to provide cost analysis of organic management after the transition of F119 compared to the cost of retaining the current contract would be vital to the decision making process. This analysis would greatly impact the decision of senior leader regarding the transition. Again, it will cost the government
$127,000 just for the transition study for these simple PSE items. What would be the transition costs if the government decided to proceed with the transition?

The transition costs are those cost that would be required to accomplish the actual reassignment of the nine F119 PSE items from CLS to organic support. The transition costs may include time to assemble a data call; costs for government formatted technical data; provisioning conference expenses; man-hours charged to the transition, including actions to hire personnel; additional personnel hired to support the transition to organic management, and an interim support contract with the F119 engine vendor, Pratt & Whitney. Fortunately, the government owned the technical data rights during the acquisition process; however, the government had not stated the requirement for delivery of the depot-level tech data in a government format. Instead, depot-level technical orders only needed to be contractor formatted. Pratt & Whitney estimated a formatting cost of $3.4M for the nine F119 PSE items. Again, this cost is only for nine simple items that the government owns the technical data. If the government had the money and chose to move forward with transition, how long would it take?

The timeline for the F119 PSE transition can be broken into three segments: feasibility study, transition planning, and actual transition effort. This feasibility study started in September 2010 and at the time of the study was published in November 2011, a year had passed. There was still another year of pre-transition planning that still needed to be done. When the pre-transition planning was complete, then the actual transition effort would commence.

For the nine F119 PSE items, the study indicates the transition itself would take approximately two years! However, A. T. Kearney who authored the F-22 business case analysis noted, “The length of the transition investment depend on the complexity and size of
work that is transitioned.” The two-year timeline mentioned above does *not* take into account contract lead time required to establish contracts required for the transition. If contract lead time is incorporated into the timeline, the notional timeline to transition these nine items from CLS to organic support is anywhere from 3½ to 7 years *assuming* the transition team is in place prior to pre-transition start as shown in Figure 3.

In sum, the F119 PSE study demonstrates that the transition of nine relatively simple items requires sincere effort and dedicated resources to be successful. The time horizon to execute this transition is very long. This study highlights the pitfalls that technical data can impact on a transition effort and the amount of pre-planning required by subject matter experts needed to assure success. The key lesson from the F119 study is that a commitment of time and resources are required to transition items and, as Mr. Kearney state, the commitments will only increase when more complex items are transitioned.
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